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SOCIAL INNOVATION IN WESTERN
EUROPE: NETWORKS AND
PROGRAMMES AS DRIVERS
Networks and cooperation are vital for social innovation (SI). Policy which
stimulates the development of SI ecosystems is likely to encourage the
sustainability of social innovations. This chapter focuses on Western
Europe, detailing how networks, individuals and groups are the main
drivers in social innovation and providing examples of such networks.
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INTRODUCTION
Many studies of social innovation (SI), such as SI-DRIVE, point
to the role of networks and collaboration as drivers of
success [1], although we cannot say conclusively that these
are necessary conditions for social innovation. In countries
like Turkey, China and Russia, for example, the data shows that
governmental support for social innovation is indispensable.
Secondly, networks and collaboration operate differently in
Europe than elsewhere, due to societal differences. In many
European countries, people have relatively high trust in the
government/democratic system. Moreover, several SI-DRIVE
cases represent innovative ways of solving of social issues
without public body involvement. The article will explore
what the SI-DRIVE data tells us about:
• the importance of networks and collaboration;
• stimulating the dissemination and scaling of SI through
networks;
• institutionalising SI and installing SI ecosystems as
examples of a structural approach to networks.

SOCIAL INNOVATION AND NETWORKS IN
WESTERN EUROPE
Social innovations are not new, but have gained increased
recognition in recent years, especially in Western Europe.
They do however differ from pre-1990s initiatives, mainly
due to the context: in a period of austerity, social innovations
are seen as substitutes for public tasks. SI-DRIVE has explored
1005 cases of social innovation globally, of which 256 were
based in Western European countries.
The adoption of social innovations, and the development of
environments that foster them, differs between countries.

For example, in the 2016 Social Innovation Index, the UK
came 2nd after the USA, whereas Spain was ranked 28 of 45
OECD and G20 countries reflecting their respective capacity
for developing SI. This suggests the UK has an institutional
framework and policy context suited to SI. The extent to
which other Western European countries have developed
enabling environments for social innovation differs, with
some common themes:
• In the past five years, SI has become increasingly popular
at a European, regional and national level. The recent
financial crisis and austerity policies have driven the
demand for more SI.
• There is still great disagreement regarding defining social
innovations. Such debate is particularly evident around
the extent to which highly commercial initiatives like Airbnb
and Uber should be considered as social innovations.
• Cooperation between stakeholders via networks is seen
to be crucial to the success of social innovations.
• We will focus on this last observation: how do networks
help?

KEY DRIVERS OF SOCIAL INNOVATION
The SI-DRIVE mapping suggests that while an innovative
environment, ICT, financial resources, solidarity, and
governance and politics are important for the development
of social innovations, ‘networks, individuals and groups’ was
particularly significant. Table 1 illustrates that this is more
relevant in the EU (63,6 %) than in the rest of the world
(51,4 %). Within the EU itself, these drivers are seen to be
slightly more relevant in the North (71,6 %) than in the West
(66,4 %), and financial resources were much less significant
as a driver in these regions. Solidarity, closely connected to
‘networks, individuals and groups’, was the second most
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EU PROGRAMMES TO DRIVE COLLABORATION

BENISI was a three year
project working and
connecting with 13 partners,
the majority in Western
Europe, and 300 social
innovations. It supported the
scaling-up of social
innovations across Europe.
Its focus was creating new
and meaningful jobs for
young people who
experienced unemployment
and underemployment.
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TRANSITION was a 30 month
programme built around a
consortium of eight organisations
from the UK, Italy, France, Ireland,
Portugal and Spain, across six scaling
centres, supporting a pool of 300
social innovations. TRANSITION
involved the scaling-up of social
innovations across Europe in order to
expand their reach and impact. It
also provided learning output on
effective scaling methodologies in
different regions.

In this section,
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From these consortia, networks are developed,
which in turn involve and integrate society more broadly. We
give two examples of these supporting networks for social
innovation. ESIIN and SIAN are networking initiatives
developed from TRANSITION and BENISI consortiums. Both
of these networks involve the identification, promotion and
scaling-up of SI initiatives by joining skills, resources and
capabilities of its members.
To understand the impact of these networks, we look at two
cases, Make A CUBE3 (Italy) and BEEODIVERSITY (Belgium),
that have benefitted from membership of the ESIIN and SIAN
networks. The results are from our interviews and observations.
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Community (SIC), a Horizon 2020 project, is one such project.
MAKE A CUBE3 is a social
innovation incubator based in
Italy. They connect SMEs, nonprofit and for-profit organisations
with local start-ups to produce
innovative organisational
cultures, processes, products and
services. MAKE A CUBE3 has
benefitted from membership of
ESIIN as the network allows
them to connect with other
experts working on related social
business projects. They also
benefit from the knowledge of
markets and local contexts of
other organisations.

CONCLUSION: NETWORK CONTEXTS CAN BE
STRATEGICALLY USED
We have seen that networking and collaboration is crucial and
has been built upon the sharing of knowledge, experiences
and resources of those involved. EU programmes have helped
to support community building and disseminate examples
of social innovations in Europe.
From BENISI and TRANSITION, a number of recommendations
connected to networks and partnerships were made:
EU
1. There Non-EU
is a strong need for a mechanism to foster
partnerships
63,6%
51,4% and peer-to-peer support. Through
partnerships, accelerators can provide better curriculum,
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20,4%
Future research should focus on the best strategies to
support network contexts. More attention to SI ecosystems
may be necessary. The SI-DRIVE study indicates that, whilst
such ecosystems are important, universities and knowledge
institutes are less often a partner compared to economictechnological ecosystems. The advantage of future SI
ecosystems is that networking support can be made more
sustainable.
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